Abstract
Introduction
Providing an intuitive fidelity of staying aware of each other in virtual cooperation environments new means have to be found that support social interaction to a much higher extent than observed today. Most of the user interfaces for multi-user cooperation environments (particularly collaborative software tools) appear inefficient and clumsy as compared to face-to-face cooperations. User helplessness, frustration and denial are the consequences of the awkwardness of many contemporary real-time distributed groupware systems. Supporting pervasive awareness of others, therefore, promises the improving of the usability of multi-user remote cooperation systems by maintaining the fluidity and naturalness of team cooperation.
Looking at existing research on real-time distributed groupware one finds that awareness issues have been considered in isolated and localised situations, and many application or domain specik solutions (like e.g. in WYSIWIS groupware systems [FPP 95] [RoGr 961) are at hand. More generic or general design principles for awareness support systems however have not been proposed yet [GuGr 991 [Prin 991 . More principled information on the awareness oriented design of teamware is demanded, allowing for a systematic consideration of concepts for situated applications and purposes. The focus is on the support of team-work rather than task-work [SPBS 951, i .e. on the issue of how well a system supports activities involving communication, coordination and collaboration among team members, rather than the execution of domain tasks (e.g. the management of ToDo lists) [SPF 991 . In supporting team members to stay aware of each other in a team workspace, the respective teamware systems usability improves, and by that team performance and efficiency [Prin 991.
In previous work we have developed TEAMSPACE, i.e. software to configure and operate virtual spaces based on the metaphor of "shared network places" [FeJo 991 as an approach for multiuser, multimedia, distributed cooperative work environments to support the work activities and interactions of goal oriented business teams. Much like real-life physical team rooms, which provide a permanent shared space used by a work group, TEAMSPACE, provides virtual spaces for (possibly mobile) work teams, i.e. places to store, retrieve and present multimedia content (documents), to design and construct cooperatively, to brainstorm, to negotiate and make decisions, to run shared applications, to browse enterprise data, or to acquire, formalise and exchange enterprise knowledge. TEAMSPACE transcends distance, time zones, and organisational boundaries, and integrates pervasive computing approaches to collect awareness information. TEAMSPACE is based essentially on two open technologies, the virtual reality modelling language (VRML) together with Java, and the Wireless Application Protocol WAP. A Java-enabled Web-browser together with a VRML plug-in is the only requirement for the execution of TEAMSPACE on current consumer hardware. Mobile users equipped with WAP enabled handsets are seamlessly connected to TEAMSPACE. This paper is organised as follows: Section 2 motivates a pervasive awareness systems by outlining some misconceptions of multi-user collaboration software. Section 3 develops a detailed architecture of our open standart Internet collaboratory and explains the major design choices. We demonstrate key features of TEAMROOM in a usage scenario in Section 4.
Development of a Pervasive Awareness Information Framework
What appears to be critically important for the design of virtual workspaces is the conceptual structuring of perceptualisation in team work. Related to the human factors literature, an attempt for such a structuring will focus on (i) the "perception of relevant elements of the environment", i.e. team members must be able to gather perceptual information from the workspace and selectively attend to those artefacts and team activities most relevant for the execution of the current task,
(ii) the "comprehension of those elements", i.e. team members must be able to integrate the perceived perceptual information with existing personal and team knowledge and make sense of this information for the current situation, and (iii) "prediction of the states of those elements in the near future", i.e. team members must be able to anticipate changes in the work space and plan accordingly.
The TEAMSPACE awareness information framework identifies the characteristics of team knowledge acquired from observing the dynamics of the workspace (knowledge about the workspace, about the team members and about the work agenda or tasks), and the proactive use of this knowledge to progress team work. The interaction among team members and the workplace itself is explained as a relationship between a team member's knowledge and its awareness information gathering activity: observing the workspace will modify the preliminary knowledge about it, thus direct new exploration activities, which in turn will improve the knowledge. Workspaces awareness in this context hence requires the consideration of how participants should interact with each other in a shared space, how comanipulated objects should behave, how the collaborators should be represented in the collaborative environment, how to effectively transmit non-verbal cues that real-world collaborators can use effectively, how to transmit video and audio via channels that allow both public addressing as well as private conversations to occur, etc. We summarize the following driving motivations for the development of TEAMSPACE:
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The most general and most commonly understood metaphor for team work is the notion of a "meeting", symbolising a "come together" of team members, a common goal, the use of means to reach the common goals, to exchange thoughts, to prepare and make decisions, to develop and progress workplans. [HMRR 971) and WAP to support mobile users. In its software architecture, TEAMSPACE follows a centralized server approach. Due to the security policy of most Web browsers (e.g. Netscape Navigator or Microsoft Internet Explorer), which allows applets to connect only to the server from which the applet itself was downloaded (this basically precludes all other network communication topologies like multicast and peer-to-peer communication), a clientherver structure had to be adopted.
Although these security constraints can be circumvented through the use of insecure browsers, further considerations also favor a clientherver communication structure. First, the VRML representation of the space and its current state must reside (or be stored) somewhere on the Internet. This is most conveniently achieved through the use of a dedicated server. When the server is running, the current state of the world resides in the memory of the server. When new participants join, the server simply has to send descriptions of all active objects (VRML files) and their current state to the new participant.
Of course, clientkerver architectures do not scale well to a large number of users since the server soon becomes the communication bottleneck due to the overwhelming amount of update messages which must be forwarded [Bla] [AWS]. In typical cases, however, the number of simultaneous users in clientkerver DVEs has a practical limit in the range of tens of users, with loss in performance increasing as the number of users grows [Bro 98][Prin 991. For scenarios of this typical size, the clientlserver model appears just feasible.
General Architecture
The TEAMSPACE architecture has two main parts:
The TEAMROOM: A virtual 3D representation of the work environment (in our case an exact representation of our CS Department, Figure l) , where each team member has a workplace which corresponds to the workplace in the real environment. This part is covers the awareness aspect of the TEAMSPACE. It shows members currently being online by their avatar representations. In some cases also the activity of the user is shown. This is achieved through the use of a position and orientation tracking system that maps the member's physical position to certain activities.
The MEETINGROOM: A special virtual 3D MEETINGROOM located in the center of the TEAMSPACE, where virtual meetings of team members can be held. Within this subspace, documents can be viewed or slide shows can be presented to other members in a meeting like setting.
General Concepts
In order to create a stable and consistent multi user environment a cliendserver architecture is used where the server holds the current state of the TEAMSPACE, receives changes to the TEAMSPACE done by a member and sends these changes to all connected clients. In our case the clients are presented by a VRML world that represents the TEAMSPACE. This VRML world is embedded in an html page together with an embedded applet that controls the objects in the VRML scene via the before mentioned EA1 (external authoring interface). When a client using a Web browser connects to the server the static VRML world is loaded (all objects that can not be cooperatively manipulated in the VRML World). After that the embedded Java applet makes a socket connection to the server and all active objects are loaded (objects that can be manipulated cooperatively). The client applet then connects to the VRML world and creates the VRML objects in the world. A more accurate description of active objects follows below. In addition to that, the client applet assigns an observer to each eventout of each active object in the scene to monitor the changes done to the objects. 
Active Objects
We have developed special objects in our TEAMSPACE which are able to transmit the actions through the server to other clients all by themselves. With this architecture new interactive objects can be easily introduced to the existing environment. This section describes the functionality and implementation of these objects.
VRML Objects
In the case of a single-user VRML world, the entire description of the world (i.e. the "scene graph") is typically contained in one VRML file (with the extension ".wrl"). In the case of dynamically changing VRML worlds, however, this type of information management is not suitable since objects are typically added, removed or their attributes changed during the lifetime of the world. Furthermore, since objects can send and/or receive events, the controlling application must be able to identify objects and access them individually. This necessitates some sort of indexing or naming scheme for objects so that events which are received can be expediently routed to the correct object in the VRML scene.
For this reason, the VEWL scene is considered to consist of a set of self-contained objects. Furthermore, interaction with objects is only possible through the event interface of their top-level node. In VRML, of course, any constituent node of a (compound) object (which is in fact a compound node itself) may be addressed individually through the DEF mechanism. Owing to the fact, however, that the EA1 cannot access node by their DEF names, this type of node addressing is not possible. At first glance this would seem to be an unfortunate restriction but in fact this type of addressing is not necessary at all.
In order to deal with objects of arbitrary structure and functionality, it is necessary to standardize the way in which other objects and users can interact with objects.
This can be achieved by moving all events (as well as fields and exposedFields) which should accessible from the outside world into the top-level event interface of the object. For implementing this type of object encapsulation, VRML provides a convenient means: the prototype definition (PROTO). The prototype header consists of the word "PROTO' followed by the name of the prototype and the event interface which is enclosed in square brackets.
VRML distinguishes four types of events which may appear in the event interface of nodes and prototypes: (i) the field keyword defines events which can only be received upon initialisation (instantiation) of the object and cannot be subsequently changed during the life of the object.
(ii) the keyword eventh defines events which the object is capable of receiving (but not sending) and (iii) eventout defines events which the object can emit (but not receive) (iv) if the value of field can be changed at runtime, VRML provides the event type exposedField for defining fields which are capable of both sending and receiving events.
Prototypes are stored by the server in the prototype database. Clients wishing to import new objects into the shared world can send new prototype definitions to the server at any time. The server, after checking for naming collisions among the objects, then inserts (or replaces) the prototype definition in the database where it can then be referenced and sent to other connected clients.
Prototype definitions, however, do not define actual objects in the VRML world but provide only a "blueprint" for objects. In order to actually create an object and place it in the world, a prototype must be instantiated with actual values. VRML provides two means for instantiating prototypes. The first method, which is practical only in single user worlds, allows for the prototype definition to be included directly in the VRML file containing the entire scene. Instantiations of the object may be created simply by using the prototype's name as a node name (the prototype actually defines a new type of node). The second method, which is also applicable for dynamic multiuser worlds, permits the use of object definitions which are not included in the main VRML scene file but in external files (which the VRML browser then may reference as a typical U=). These are included in the main scene as so-called EXTERNPROTOS.
The TEAMSPACE server, besides maintaining a prototype database, also maintains a database of currently existing object instances. The file format for these objects contains an EXTERNPROTO definition, followed by a node instantiation. Furthermore, the information specifying which events must be propagated in the multiuser world are appended in the form of routing information at the end of the file. When processing an instantiation file, the server creates an instance of the object in its database of existing objects and assigns a unique numerical object identifier to the new object (objectID). The BROADCAST keyword gives information for broadcasting outgoing events in the multiuser world and is modelled after the standard ROUTE syntax in VRML. The reserved word "this" designates the current object. Numerical event identifiers (eventID) are assigned to each event sent by the object beginning with 1 (in the order of the BROADCAST lines). Thus, each (outgoing) event can be uniquely identified using the object ID and event ID. The server then forwards the instantiation file to all connected clients.
The clients, in their turn, pass the EXTERNPROTO definition and the following object instantiation "as is" to the VRML browser via the EAI. This immediately creates an instance of the object in the VRML world. The information contained in the BROADCAST lines is used to set up the callbacks which detect event occurrences in the VRML world, to create references to the object and to pass incoming events to the object.
During login in TS Serverstart
Serverstart Serverstart Serverstart Serverstart To check the objects when creating Java representations we developed a VRMLTokenizer. This class performs several syntax checks, parses the EXTERNPROTO declaration of the object and the instantiation of the object and creates the Java representation. In addition to that, during the parsing of the objects some special flags are set to make identifying the objects easier. These flags are: After the EXTERNPROTO declaration and the instantiation of a VRML object are parsed and converted, the routes of the object are parsed. These routes are marked with the word BROADCAST and show which eventouts of the VRML object should be monitored. The route is then converted to a Forwarder object that represents the route. Each Vrmlobject has its own vector of Forwarder objects corresponding to the real VRML object. One Forwarder object is just a forwarding mechanism that receives state changes from the client and relays them to all other clients. When the VRML object has passed all syntax checks it is assigned a unique ID and it is saved in a hashtable for easy retrieval.
Creation of Active Objects Serverside

Creation of Active Objects Clientside
The client itself only creates active objects if it receives them from the server. The creation process is quite similar to the creation at the server with two differences:
When the Client receives a string from the server describing the active object, it creates the Java VrmlObject and a real VRML node in the VRML scene. The server also sends the ID of the object to ensure that the object has the same ID as the same object on the server.
Instead of adding a Forwarder object to the VRMLobject a Route object is created for each broadcast statement found in the VRML String. This
Route object is more complex than the Forwarder object. It observes the eventouts of the VRML node and performs different actions according to the specified behaviour of the VRML node.
The creation of the VRML objects is depicted in Figure 2 Objecls generaled with the During creation special tlags er 
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Forwarding f Routing in Teamspace
The proposed architecture allows for an easy integration of new active VRML objects. add a new active object to the environment the new object must be introduced in the specified EXTERNPROTO declaration and the Route object for the monitored events must be changed. The process of relaying state information from one client to all others is shown in Figure 3 . In our case the state change should just be sent to the server. This is done via the socket connection the client has established when it logged in. Using a Java Datastream it sends the object ID, route ID and state change to the server. The server is always listening for input from its clients and differentiates the requests by the ID sent from the client. When a client sends a request starting with 'a positive integer, it assumes that a state change is coming in and hands the rest of the communication to the VRML object and the Forwarder object, which are identified by the IDS sent from the client. If the first ID is negative a special command is requested (like send the whole VRML scene to the client). In our example the server receives the positive IDS of two state changes and the forwarder object sends these state changes to all other clients.
Avatar Movement Broadcast Values to
As the amount of data transmitted can be very large (especially in this case where every state change would have been transmitted), we use intelligent routes to avoid heavy net traffic (Figure 3b) . When the avatar of the member is moved, the assigned observers send the state change to the route object of the corresponding VrmlObject. The route object knows that it is getting data from the avatar and sends the data to the server only if the translation or the rotation is greater than a specified threshold. We decided to leave this task to the client to take some computational load off the server and some traffic off the network. To show one of the many uses of the intelligent routing we implemented intelligent routes for the avatar movement.
Server Architecture
The Server is a multithreaded Java applications that has three main tasks (Figure 4 ): The player objects perform all tasks that are necessary to operate the space. They relay relevant data to all clients and perform special commands (sending the whole world to a client or saving a new message for a member).
Client Architecture
The client consists of the embedded VRML scene and the embedded client applet on an HTML page. The client physical space by using a tracking system (in our case a 6-DOF magnetic position and orientation tracking system is used to track the users hands and hip position relative to the "spheres of influence" of physical office equipment, like e.g. keyboard, telephone, book shelf etc. -see Figure  6 ), or by the viewer position of his VRML browser.
TEAMSPACE itself detects if the user is wearing the tracking system sensors and starts the tracking observer, which itself opens a socket connection to the server.
Translation and rotation information to control the movement of the avatar representing the user in the TEAMROOM is thus transparently collected from either the VRML browser (viewpoint node) or the tracking software.
office can "see" each other and inspect their "availability for interaction" status -even through "walls". If the avatar image is clicked, the UserCard (or homepage) of that user is displayed (Figure 9 ). Above the avatar image the name and the current online status are displayed. The buttons in the lower area of the avatar image allow members (from left to right) to view the business card of the user, to send messages to the user (or to view the own messages if the own avatar was clicked), send an SMS to the users mobile phone, email or other objects to the user.
TeamSpace Showcase
As a demonstration showcase, we have constructed a virtual meeting space for workgroups on top of the TEAMSPACE software architectures, following an office metaphor for environment visualization (Figure 7 ). The "Online Status" menu is displayed whenever the user wants to change his current status. In the example below a user changes his online status to AWAY. The status information also indicates whether the user has left his workplace and cannot be contacted directly. In the example a user decides to leave a message on user's pinwall to set up a meeting in the virtual MEETINGROOM.
He clicks either the users pinboard or avatar button and the following dialog is displayed (Figure 10 ): To support mobile team members without permanent connection to TEAMSPACE, a WAP (wireless application protocol) interface has been implemented to allow roaming users to register and login, to receive, view, answer and delete messages, to maintain contact list (create, add user, delete, rename, remove user), to inspect UserCards and to access user availability information -all via a WAP enabled handset (typically a mobile phone). The modular concept and structured interfaces of the TEAMSPACE software architecture allows for easy extensibility and adaptation to special needs. The integration of new TEAMSPACE components ("rooms") is eased, thus making TEAMSPACE future proof with respect to new functionality and changing technology. Presently, TEAMSPACE integrates the modules MEETINGROOM and TEAMROOM.
The two main components of the TEAMSPACE environment are the MEETINGROOM, a virtual place to gather and perform virtual conferences, and the TEAMROOM, an awareness system, which provides the user with up-to-date information about the status of co-workers (team members) or the work process itself. The main characteristics and most important features of the TEAMSPACE are the use of VRML for the design of the TEAMSPACE which enables an intuitive 3D environment. The natural look and feel of the user interface makes it easier for the user to interact with the environment and co-workers as compared to flat, window-based interfaces.
For the MEETINGROOM we have created software components, which provide core functionality to the user in a modular way. Referred to as "active objects", these components have individual visual appearance:
The "container" object acts as a persistent repository for other objects, and displays its content to the user. A container like the cupboard as an example provides space to deposit other objects, which in turn can be the subject of direct user manipulation.
Objects deposited in "container" objects are referred to as "media" and have instances as 3D representations for video, document or a slide show objects. Not only can these media be stored in a "container" object, but also be "brought" into the MEETINGROOM by a user by just providing the respective unified resource locator (URL).
A dedicated "player" object provides the MEETINGROOM with the functionality to retrieve or view the documents of the "media" type according to a real-life metaphor user interface.
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The second main part of our environment is the TEAMROOM which acts as a workspace awareness system. The main focus here is the collection and delivery of awareness information from and to the virtual environment, so as to make team members aware of their physical presence and thus implicitly announce their status of availability for interaction
In TEAMROOM, awareness is supported first through the 3D simulation and visualisation of a real world metaphoric space, e.g. a department, office etc., and secondly through the use of user representations, so called avatars, at any time displaying the physical presence, position and orientation of each team member currently participating in the system.
Position and orientation information to control the movement of avatar representations of users is seamlessly collected via the VRML browser viewpoint settings, or the tracked position of a user acting in his real workspace .
-Specialized active objects, which allow for leaving and receiving messages, post or read notes, send or receive notifications to mobile phones (SMS) or to acquirekhange user status or authentication information, are provided in TEAMROOM.
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